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BLACK BACKGROUND SESSIONThis session is perfect to capture your fur family member's personality and true beauty.  These are a great way to commemorate your partner for many years to come.  The session takes about 20-30 minutes and all we would need is a barn aisle or well shaded area. You will receive 8+ fully edited digital images.  There is a barn discount for 4+ sessions at the same location.$300  GOLD PORTRAIT SESSIONThrough my 25+ years with horses, one of my biggest regrets is not having more images with horses in my past.  You never know when a partnership may end and it is a wonderful feeling knowing you have pictures to help keep all the memories fresh.  This session allows for one hour in front of the camera and up to two outfits.  You will receive 30+ fully edited images for your personal use.Add on a Mini Black Background session for $50.$450  SILVER PORTRAIT SESSIONIf the Gold Portrait Session is more than you feel you need, we also offer this shorter session to hopefully fit within every equestrians budget and schedule.  This way everyone will have the chance to document their amazing partnership with their horse. This session allows for half an hour in front of the camera and no outfit changes. You will receive 20+ fully edited images for your personal use.Add on a Mini Black Background session for $50.$300 FULL  HORSE  PACKAGEThis package helps capture all aspects of your horse.   This package can adjust based off what you want to have documented of your horse.  You can have a mini Black Background Session (3-5 images), Black Background or outside full body conformation images and up to 30 minutes working undersaddle (not including time for you to warm up).  This package is perfect to help document images of a sale horse or just help you remember all aspects of your best friend.$350LESSON PACKAGEDon't show often but you would love some nice riding photos?  Did you know that you can hire us to come out and take photos of your riding lessons?  This Package can be for an individual rider or split between multiple riders at the same barn sharing lessons.  We will treat you like a Private Client at a show, so you will receive images while getting ready, riding, and sweet moments with your horse.  This is a great package for riders or for trainers wanting images to use for advertising, social media, websites, etc.$150/hourCan be split between all riders photographed. 


